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Proposed 
Handbook Changes

February 16, 2010

Chap. 2.5.B (2nd paragraph)

Changes handbook to reflect current 
practice--Deans appoint Heads/Chairs

 23 responses--17 in favor (additional 
suggestions: Dean should follow 
recommendations, require periodic 
review of Heads/Chairs, establish terms 
and term limits)

Opposed--Leave as is, retain Provost 
oversight if change is adopted, faculty 
should have primacy of authority in 
decision

Chap. 3.7 (3rd paragraph)

FAR report--changes language related to 
disputing the report; requires a copy be 
sent to the Provost

 16 responses--13 in favor

Asks for clarification related to the 
signature when the report is disputed; no 
need to send to Provost

Chap. 3.10 (4th Paragraph)

Origination of letter of 
discontinuation would now come 
from Dean

16 responses--13 in favor

Why?  Deans want to be notified

This process is more complicated 
than the existing policy;   

Chap. 3.13.D (2nd Paragraph)

Alternative vote process for 
Emeritus status

17 responses--12 in favor; 3 
strongly opposed; one comment--
vote should be advisory only

Chap. 3.15 (1st paragraph)

Clarifies Committee for appeal of 
noncontinuation prior to a tenure 
decision

14 responses--12 in favor; 2 seem 
to be in favor and indicate need to 
clarify language
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Chap. 8.1 (3rd paragraph)

Changes wording related to 
summer employment to reflect 
practice

12 responses--11 in favor

1 worried about the use of word 
“maximum” 

Chap. 3.7 (4th paragraph)

Timing of third year review
 24 responses--19 in favor; 2 of these 

offer suggested rewording
 5 opposed (see no problem with existing 

policy but if changed, use more specific 
definitions for timing; make sure any 
change only applies to new hires; issue 
of January hires, practice of peer 
institutions; earlier the review the more 
useful to the individual)

Chap. 3.9 (1st paragraph)

Tenure without promotion 

22 responses--13 in favor; 4 
opposed; one alternate suggestion; 
4 questions related to the issue of 
tenure without promotion  

Chap. 3.9 Collegiality
22 responses--14 agree with the 

suggested changes; 4 disagree; 4 
offer comments with not indication 
of support or lack of support
Does this statement imply 

expectation of 30 years at AU?
Addition of components of 

collegiality (ethical conduct in 
teaching, research and service)

Chap. 3.10 (2nd paragraph)

Removes the term “normally” from 
discussion of consideration of 
tenure in the 5th year

13 responses--9 in favor; 1 
opposed; several suggestions or 
questions

Chap. 3.10 (3rd paragraph)

Removes partial years from 
probationary period

10 responses--9 in favor, 1 
opposed

Issues related to de facto tenure?
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Chap. 3.10 (4th paragraph)

Waiving consideration for tenure 
“forever”

10 responses--5 basically support 
the change; numerous suggestions 
or comments (why “forever”?, 
suggest reworking the language)

Chap. 3.10 De facto tenure

11 responses--9 in favor; 1 
opposed; 1asks for more specific 
list of eligible employees

2 people state their categoric 
opposition to de facto tenure

Chap. 3.11.3.D.1

Adds requirement for external letters for 
promotion from assistant to associate 
professor

 12 responses--9 in favor, 2 opposed, 1 
comment (why allow evaluators at the 
same rank?)

Need guidelines on who selects 
reviewers; more rigor in generation of 
the list

Chap. 3.11.E (2nd full paragraph)

Voting on P&T--Head/Chair--no vote; 
faculty up to two votes if serving on P&T

 17 responses--1 in favor of two votes for 
faculty; otherwise universally disliked; 
Heads/Chairs should vote; no one 
should vote more than once

Chap. 3.11.E (2nd full paragraph)

Excludes immediate faculty members 
from P&T discussion and voting

 12 responses--7 approve, 1 disapproves; 
4 ask for definitions (what is “immediate 
family”, what about relationships without 
marriage; what about NTT Research or 
Clinical faculty voting on supervisors?)

Chap. 3.11.E 
(5th and 6th full paragraphs

Consensus report/individual letters

11 responses--all over the place

Requires further discussion
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Chap. 3.11.E (last paragraph)

Creation of a “closed” dossier

8 responses--3 in favor, 5 opposed

Worry over retaliation, failure to 
forward letters; 

Chap. 3.11.H (4th paragraph)

Timing and process of promotion 
for ABD hires--come in as 
Instructors and promoted when 
dissertation is complete

7 responses--6 in favor, 1 opposed

Chap. 3.14 (6th paragraph)

Allow addition of new material in the 
appeals process

8 responses--6 in favor, 2 opposed

One suggested giving 30 days for 
the written appeal; one stated it was 
good for due process

Chap. 2.3 
(Paragraph on Promotion and Tenure 

Committee)

7 responses--4 in favor; 2 opposed; 
one critique of comma rules

Concerns--difficulty of finding 
people who meet the criteria to 
serve on the committee; committee 
will be too large

Faculty Conflict of Interest 
Policy and Disclosure Form

This is a first draft from the VPRs 
office
Faculty Welfare Committee has 

been asked to provide input
Thought it would be useful to get 

faculty input early in the 
development process

COI Policy and 
Procedures

 8 comments and suggestions

Biggest complaint was lack of side-by-
side comparison

Existing policy is intertwined with 
Consulting Policy

Need a separate policy for each of these

Must conform to federal regulations
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COI Policy and 
Procedures

Most significant comments related 
to “overkill”
Suggestions for ways to 

simplify/streamline the process
Suggestions will be forwarded to 

the VPRs office and to Faculty 
Welfare


